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Automation in Full Motion for SMEs

The increased viability and availability of IoT 
infrastructure will bring automation to medium size 

enterprises. This will enable SMEs to realise benefits only 
previously available to large enterprise and enable them 

to compete for the same customers, increasing 
competition across the marketplace. 

200 BILLION IoT Devices Globally by 2025

In 2021 there were over 35 BILLION IoT connected devices 
globally [infostack] – more than double the global number 
of mobile devices! With connectivity innovations such as 
5G and SD-WAN accelerating IoT adoption rates, recent 
estimates [intel] suggest that by 2025 there will be as 
many as 200 billion. Threat Reports state 98% of all IoT 

device traffic is unencrypted, exposing personal and 
confidential data on the network
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Mind-Blowing IoT Stats for 2022 & Beyond

• Differing surveys suggested between 64 and 200 BILLION IoT 

devices worldwide by 2025

• Economic value of IoT estimated at between £3 & £8 TRILLION 

GBP by 2025

• At the close of 2020 there were almost 6 billion automotive and 

enterprise IoT devices

• Cost savings is the main driver for more than half of enterprise 

IoT projects

• The wearable devices market will be worth £1.1 billion by 2022

• 97% of organisations feel there are challenges to creating 

value from IoT-related data. Only 3% of enterprises felt there 

was NO value from IoT

• The IoT in banking and financial services market size is 

expected to grow to 2.03B by 2023
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“As the IoT ecosystem continues to grow, so does the 

importance of securing those IoT networks. According to 

Gartner, spending on IoT security solutions will reach well 

over $600 million. This is a significant leap from $91 

million, which was spent in 2016, and this annual global 

spending statistic shows that IoT solutions are headed for 

a massive boom within the next decade.

Infostack

“Companies are beginning to see IoT devices’ potential. 
According to Gigabit, companies could invest up to $15 
trillion in IoT by 2025 and add value to their businesses. 
IoT statistics show that several healthcare providers, 
manufacturers, and municipalities have already chosen 
to invest in IoT technology.

PwC
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“Smart factories and logistics plants are increasingly automated, and the 

availability of robotics and IoT infrastructure “as-a-service” means more 

and more smaller companies will start to take advantage of the 

opportunities this offers in 2022. Building IoT automation into business 

models gives companies the ability to benefit from increased efficiency, 

gaining a data-driven understanding of their operations and processes.”  

Forbes

“IoT business investment grew from $215 billion USD in 2015 to $832 
billion in 2020, while consumer-driven spending will grow from $72 
billion in 2015 to $236 billion in 2020. This represents a slightly higher 
growth in business spending as compared to consumer spending on 
IoT in the 5-year period. Government-spending will add an extra $500 
billion or so to the total spend on IoT in 2020.”

PwC
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The Great Generational Shift
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Millennials Ditching Legacy Tech

Millennials are more likely to lack tolerance for inefficiency and 
technological inflexibility, which will dictate that their technology 
solutions must meet these expectations. This trend will develop 

further in 2022 as legacy technology is disregarded in favour of the 
new, such as SD-WAN, which offers flexibility and efficiency. 

The Digital Native Takeover

Around 10,000 baby boomers retire daily. Their oftentimes senior 
decision-making roles are being filled by newly promoted 

millennials, who bring specific operational preferences with them, 
changing buying patterns and decision making and often more 
confidence about technology and it’s uses. Not since post-war 
Britain and the ‘invention’ of the teenager have we seen such a 

demographical and generational shift.
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The Millennial Mindset

• More than half of Millennials (not in IT roles) with a digital technology problem to 

solve would immediately turn to the Internet to find solutions

• Messaging is starting to outweigh voice-calls for work communications with 42% of 

Millennials using real-time messaging, the same number using social media and 

32% opting for storage or sharing applications. Must make Ciso and network 

security teams shudder in their work shoes!

• 53% of Millennials preferred to schedule their working week in either a WFH or 

Hybrid working format. LESS than both the previous generations of Baby Boomers 

and Gen X at 63% and 53% respectively

• Only 25% of Baby Boomers felt they had the latest and greatest personal tech 

device while 38% of Millennials surveyed said they did. They expect the same in 

their work environments
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“Millennials are more likely to use higher-end technologies 

in their personal lives, so it’s no surprise that they have a 

more positive view of IT strategies that encourage the use of 

personal devices at work.” 

Gartner

“By 2025, millennials are going to dominate the workforce. 
Many millennials have little or no tolerance for inefficiency. 
They tend to be flexible, collaborative, and independent 
beings. The age-old custom that requires the new workforce 
to abide by the rules of the older generation has become a 
thing of the past.”

aboutleaders.com
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Green technology & CSR
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Green & Clean Energy: Step 
In The Right Direction

Most employees know that clean 
energy is a far way off yet. 

However, one of the most simple 
things employees, customers and 
clients expect companies to do, is 

reduce their energy outputs. 
Beyond the obvious night time 

lights-out is more efficient 
cooling systems for both humans 

and the required technology, 
universal devices and even 

rooftop energy creation systems.

Competitive CSR Means a 
Green TX (Total Experience)

With the rise of the ‘activist 
generation’ corporate social 

responsibility programmes are 
increasingly the deciding factor 

as to whether customers 
purchase products or services 

and whether they will 
recommend brands to others. It is 

also becoming a huge factor in 
WHERE people work – couple 

that with the current talent 
shortages and 2022 will see more 

sustainability and ethics 
becoming a key element of 

corporate comms.
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The CSR Fact File

• A recent survey found around 70% of people are more aware of climate issues now than prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and 

40% plan to adopt more sustainable behaviours.

• Clean, green and ethical is now a customer expectation. Just as with the rise of the Millennials in decision-making roles, 

increasing numbers of Gen Z in the workplace and digital natives outnumbering every other demographic, concern about 

sustainability and lessening use of polluting energy are the major focus.

• Typically it is tech, innovation and communication brands and businesses who lead in the CSR stakes, other’s tend to follow 

their lead.

• Many companies will make virtue of a crisis with WFH being part of their CSR strategies in that it requires less spaces to 

heat, cool, and light but also less polluting travel to get there.

• Competition is ramping up between chipmakers to reduce their products’ energy demand. For example M1 chipset used in 

Apple’s newest computers. This will not only be a factor in the PC market but for all technology devices and within data 

centre – providing not only longer battery life but less energy for cooling devices, servers and data centres. Net Zero is the 

watchword.

• 34% of companies that have made or are progressing toward science-aligned net-zero commitments have emissions tied to 

CEO compensation, compared to only 1% of companies with no commitment. Net-zero an increasing goal with the largest 

companies are three times more likely to have made a net-zero commitment than the average company.
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“Many companies have opted to make small and big changes in their 

companies, paying particular attention to reducing CO2 emissions 

(with Blockchain, for example), migrating to the cloud, clean process 

and product technologies, process and consumption optimisation, 

recycling, the importance of metrics… and in recent months we have 

seen how there has been a significant shift in business models.” 

Plain Concepts

“Data centres are highly energy-intensive, but infrastructural 
innovations are lowering their energy demand. Liquid cooling and 
modular data centres are a few solutions that achieve this. Liquid 
cooling is a process wherein a liquid coolant is brought directly to 
the computer chip to remove excess heat from the data hall. It 
prevents machines from overheating.”

Startus Insights
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Cyber Attacks, Security and SASE 
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Crime-as-a-Service Huge Growth Industry 

With criminals not only ‘freelancing’ and selling online tool kits, but some 
individuals and organisations have ventured off the dark net and are more 

‘readily’ available. The international trade in cybercrime is growing and 
gaining huge interest from Interpol, Europol and Afripol. Interpol suspect 

the industry might be worth (or scamming) as much as $25 TRILLION 
dollars annually by 2025.

Cyber Criminals Converging In The Cloud

With attacks methodologies and with more and more data being 
accumulated in the cloud, the amount at stake will continue to increase. 
What we can see is that these attacks have real world impacts on the 

consumer, such as rising fuel prices and compromised personal data. This 
will in turn, place ever greater focus on SASE and Zero trust network 

access solutions. It isn’t just the big guys at risk either – 2.3 million or 39% 
of UK businesses reported being the victim of a cybercrime last year.
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The UK Cyber Crime Key Trend Landscape

• 2022 is set to be a record-breaking year of investments into cyber security start-ups. Likewise there will be huge 

numbers of mergers and acquisitions of cyber security companies being snapped up. Predictions are that 400 

cybersecurity-related deals will be announced in 2022.

• Mobile IoT devices in vehicles: cars, trucks, planes, drones and satellites will become increasingly attractive 

targets. Compromising on security could be catastrophic.

• The use of artificial intelligence by criminal groups will increase. It will be used in advanced BEC attacks and to 

confuse Ai and machine learning defences.

• The sheer scale of China’s offensive cyber capabilities will be a key global concern in 2022 as new zero-day 

disclosure rules take effect. Likewise Russia – both countries will use greater sophistication to remain under 

global radars.

• As-a-service criminal service provision is on the rise with ransomware as a service (Raas) and hacker-for-hire 

offers, even Daas (disinformation as a service) are all booming and can level their rise in proliferation side-by-

side with the rise of Covid 19 and certain elections!
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“The real-world impact of recent attacks in the UK and 

around the world was stark: food supplies were affected, 

local fuel prices increased, citizens were denied access to 

public services, at-risk children’s details were lost and 

the costs to businesses and public funds ran into 

hundreds of millions of pounds.”

ncsc.gov.uk

“While high-profile ransomware attacks attracted public 
attention, it was not just global corporations or Critical 
National Infrastructure (CNI) affected by the cyber threat 
this year. According to the DCMS Cyber Security Breaches 
Survey published in March, 39% of all UK businesses 
(that’s 2.3m) reported a cyber breach or attack in 2020/21, 
compounding an already difficult year for many SMEs.”

ncsc.gov.uk
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Don't Let Yourself Get Led Up The Garden Path about SD-WAN and SASE

For a long time now, I have been reading content online put out via major media channels, and by well-known thought leaders in 
the IT space, on the subject of SD-WAN, SASE or a comparison of them both. I have come away from these articles concerned for 

businesses who rely on this type of content to inform their IT strategy, as more often than not, these articles demonstrate a
fundamental lack of understanding of both terms and why they exist. Here, I will set out some key points below for the reader to

use as a litmus test for the quality of the article they are reading.

• SD-WAN is a technology, SASE is a concept, they are not directly comparable. Anyone who is purporting to compare SDWAN 
and SASE does not understand the terms well enough. SD-WAN is a technology, while SASE is a framework or methodology 
by which to design your network. Of which, SD-WAN can absolutely be a part.

• Beware of blanket statements being made about SD-WAN in totality. While SD-WAN is an applicable overarching term for 
the technology, the vendors in this space are all proprietary and as such have approached SD-WAN differently. It is impossible 
to make blanket statements about capability across the entire sector. A Fiat Panda and a Lamborghini Aventador are both 
cars, but to say they perform the same is just not true.

• SD-WAN's most prominent use case in the UK is cloud enablement. Complex traffic patterns mean that MPLS networks cannot 
keep pace with the demands of the cloud, the flexibility and intelligence of SD-WAN enable enterprises to leverage the cloud 
to its full effect. Anyone who says "SD-WAN only connects users back to the data centre" is displaying a fundamental lack of 
understanding of the technology.

• SDN and SD-WAN are not the same thing. Beware of people using the terms interchangeably, again highlighting a knowledge 
gap. SDN refers to infrastructure such as DC environments or IaaS, whereas SD-WAN is exclusively used when talking about 
Wide Area Networks or WAN.

By James Barker – Technical Consultant at SDWAN Solutions
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Network & SD-WAN Trends 
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COVID-19 Stalled network investments but surge begins…

Covid-19 meant many businesses were unable to make strategic IT 
investments – such decisions were put on hold until a clearer picture of 
the future came into view. 2022 will see a surge in network technology 

investment with a higher than normal number of MPLS contracts coming 
up for renewal.

Specialised, Tailored and Niche SD-WAN Experts

Each SD-WAN vendor still has its own proprietary integration with its own 
strengths and use cases. This requires that an SI or MSP has real 

expertise across a wide range of vendors to provide the necessary 
consultancy to the customer and give them the best solution for their 

requirements. To this end, we will see the emergence of SD-WAN 
specialist organisations which have this expertise which more traditional 

MSP/SI/Reseller organisations can leverage by outsourcing their SD-WAN 
practise. 
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The SD-WAN Shift

• The stats make it an undeniable fact, as SD-WAN and cloud use rises, MPLS use 

declines, with the average network having it operational at 58% of sites in 2020, 

compared to 82% in 2018. 

• Forbes technology Council says – we will probably see MPLS earning a well-deserved 

retirement from most enterprises in the not-too-distant future.

• SD-WAN infrastructure market to hit $4.5bn by 2022, says IDC 

• The global SD-WAN market size stood at $1.4 billion in 2019, and it is expected to reach 

$43.0 billion by 2030, exhibiting a CAGR of 38.6%

• 65% of channel consultancies haven’t sold SASE yet, according to Avant. They go 

further in stating that, “Plenty of partners (and certainly their customers) don’t know 

how to even define SASE” 
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“Modernizing the WAN infrastructure has become 

unavoidable. By embracing SD-WAN, enterprises will 

make it easy to adopt connectivity solutions that are 

programmable, scalable, automated and affordable.” 

Forbes Technology Council

“Next comes integration. Having an experienced 
system integration partner who can work with the in-
house IT transformation and engineering team adds 
to the chances of a successful [SD-WAN] transition.”

Forbes Technology Council 
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“The metaverse will eventually encompass work, entertainment, and everything 

in between. Like phones and laptops today. Soon we’ll begin testing Quest for 
Business — a new suite of features designed for businesses, which will also 

enable access to dedicated platform functions that businesses need for work, 

like account management, IDP and SSO integration, third-party mobile device 

management, and more. We plan to start in limited beta this year, expand to 

more beta participants in 2022, and fully launch to all businesses in 2023.”

Tech@FACEBOOK

"Much like the internet’s beginnings in the 1960s, the metaverse is at its core a 
manifestation of first principles design thinking applied to the way we as human 
beings interoperate with each other and the world around us.“

devprojournal.com
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As the trusted experts in all things SD-WAN, our focus is and always has been 100% SD-WAN and SASE.

Multi-award winners and the only company in the world with 2 recognised SD-WAN Subject Matter Experts, 
we design, demonstrate, install and manage solutions according to your exact budget, applications and 
business requirements.

We partner with 9 of the world’s top proven SD-WAN vendors and the top 4 security vendor technologies, all 
running on our powerful VENA and VECTA hardware range.

We have deployment capabilities in 190 countries worldwide and provide connectivity to any place on the 
planet using 1,952 telecoms providers.

CONTACT US TO ARRANGE YOUR NO OBLIGATION DEEP DIVE 1-2-1 SESSION AND 
SEE HOW WE WILL TAILOR YOUR SD-WAN AND SASE SOLUTION AROUND YOUR 

BUSINESS, BUDGET AND APPLICATIONS

Email James.Barker@sdwansolutions.co.uk and visit www.sdwan-solutions.global for more information

mailto:James.Barker@sdwansolutions.co.uk
http://www.sdwan-solutions.global/
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